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CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Circle of Innovation $250,000 annually
This unique sponsorship represents the highest level of commitment to sites through collaboration with SCRS. This elite opportunity allows for an intensified engagement and distinguished recognition with clinical research sites across the globe. This fully customized package creates unprecedented partnering efforts to achieve site oriented goals facilitated by SCRS and your organization. All membership benefits of being a Global Impact Partner are included. This one-year, mutually beneficial partnership offers a diverse and customizable menu of benefits, enabling your organization to engage your brand while supporting the mission of SCRS.

Circle of Sustainability $200,000 annually
The Circle of Sustainability Sponsorship allows organizations to position themselves to make an impact by customizing an expanded partnership experience with the site community through SCRS. SCRS facilitates activities selected by your organization to allow better use of your internal resources and achieve your goal of greater site collaboration. This one-year commitment includes all membership benefits of being a Global Impact Partner, plus a robust menu of opportunities tailored specifically to your organization’s goals.

Site Voice $150,000 annually
The Site Voice Partnership was created to continue to amplify the voice of the global research community. This partnership will enable corporate partners to broaden their reach and expand their relationships within the site community through collaboration with SCRS. To achieve your goal of focused communication, SCRS will manage activities established by your organization. This one-year commitment includes all membership benefits of being a Global Impact Partner, plus an opportunity to make a positive difference for clinical research sites globally.

Site Engagement $100,000 annually
The Site Engagement Partnership allows for significant involvement and increasingly direct communication with the sites. This one-year, customizable partnership includes all membership benefits of being a Global Impact Partner, plus a unique level of access and valuable information related to sites.

Global Impact Partner $15,000 annually
Community Access
- One complimentary attendance for the GIP Board Member to all Summits
- One complimentary registration to the Asia-Pac, European and Global Site Solutions Summits for an employee of the GIP
- Additional GIP employees may attend the Site Solutions Summits at a special corporate partnership rate

Stakeholder Collaboration
- Global Impact Board participation for one company executive
- Annual meetings
  - One face-to-face following the Global Site Solutions Summit
  - Three virtual meetings
- Leadership role in SCRS initiatives
- Invitation to exclusive GIP networking dinners at additional industry conferences

SCRS Engagement Visit: SCRS leadership will meet with your team at a location selected by you. SCRS will deliver a presentation followed by a conversation on how to become the “Sites’ Organization of Choice”

Industry Intelligence
- Access to SCRS Site Database
- Site Buzz – a monthly summary of SCRS’ Online Community discussions
- SCRS White Papers
- Access to SCRS InSite – quarterly global journal and archive
- Monthly webinars offering contact hours
  - 12 Good Business Practices (GBP℠)
  - 12 Good Clinical Practices (GCP)
  - 12 Good Technology Practices (GTP℠)

Brand Alignment
- Announcement of collaboration between your company and SCRS through a press release
- SCRS’ Global Impact Partner web page will highlight your company logo and description
- Your company logo will be placed on various SCRS marketing materials and SCRS White Papers
- Use of SCRS logo on your company’s print and electronic marketing material
- Premium profile in SCRS’ Resource Guide Directory

ABOUT SCRS
The Society for Clinical Research Sites is the first trade association established to represent the global clinical research sites, providing the sites a voice and a community focused on greater site sustainability. Founded in 2012, SCRS currently represents more than 9,000 research sites in 47 countries and has become an active partner in industry-wide initiatives and dialogues focused on improving the clinical research enterprise. SCRS is built on four pillars of commitment: Advocate, Educate, Connect, and Mentor.

OUR MISSION
To unify the voice of the global clinical research site community for greater site sustainability.